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COVID-19 Blueharts Returning to Play Step 4  & 5 Procedures  

Competitive Training and Matchplay 

This procedure is for Blueharts playing as the home team on Hitchin Boys’ School Pitch 

Preparation 

Each Blueharts captain will set up the match in Teamo so that the venue is Blueharts with details at 

Hitchin Boys’ School. This is to separate track and trace from the Lucas Lane pitch.  Set match to 

“allow check-in from event”. This will allow players to check in up to 3 hours before the event and so 

removed the need to display a QR code at the pitch. 

Only players selected to play will see the check-in option on their match page so any late changes in 

personnel need to be up-dated and selected in Teamo.   

Umpires should also be selected on Teamo where possible but the Covid Officer will by the team 

captain so they can be added to the track and trace.   

If there are late changes or issues then e-mail the details of the person including e-mail contact etc to 

the Covid Officer immediately at noble511@btinternet.com so that they can be added to the register.  

The captain of the first team scheduled at HBS will collect a container of sanitiser gel from the 

coaching container on the Lucas Lane pitch. 

The captain of the last Blueharts team scheduled at HBS will return the containers of sanitiser gel to 

Lucas Lane coaching container. 

The school also has sanitising gel dispensers fixed to the fence between the tennis centre and the pitch 

that can be used in an emergency but Blueharts should not rely on this, in case they are empty and 

always bring our own sanitiser. 

Players will park in North Court.  For the first game of the day players should arrive 30mins before 

push back in order to give sufficient time to ensure the pitch is set up correctly.  Players for 

subsequent matches should arrive at HBS no earlier than necessary to warm up. Respect other players 

and spectators’ space, not all are comfortable with close contact.  There is much more room at the 

school for the warm up than at the main pitch.  However, the pitch will not be available until push 

back is due and players should not enter the cage until the previous teams leave. 

Players should leave as much of their kit as they can in their car and bring the minimum equipment to 

the pitch in a suitable bag, including a drink and their own sanitising gel, both marked with their own 

initials. Do not share equipment or drinks.   

Players will sanitise their hands on entering the pitch cage. 

If goals or other items need to be moved the players moving them will gel their hands just before 

moving the items and then re-gel their hands immediately after. 

The tennis centre, changing rooms and toilets are under the management of HBS. At this stage the 

showers or changing rooms are allowed under EH guidance but we must follow what HBS require at 

the time.  The toilets will be available.  

The wooden dug outs may now be used. 
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Competitive Training and Matchplay 

The match 

Masks will be cleaned before the game and players will use the same mask throughout the game.  If 

there is a need for a different player to wear a mask then it must be cleaned before use. 

Warm-up balls will be taken from the team bag by one player who will then sanitise their hands.  At 

the end of the warm up the balls will be returned to the bag and again hands sanitised.  As it will be 72 

hours or more until the balls will next be used, they do not need to be sanitised. 

At half time players should re-sanitise their hands. 

Umpires will be in charge in all matters once a game is under way. Spitting or blowing your nose 

without a handkerchief could earn you a red card.  Do not shout as this also increases the risk of 

transmission of Covid. 

At the end of the match return all masks etc to the team bag.  Sanitise your hand on leaving the pitch.  

Stick tapping rather than hand shakes should still be the practise. 

After the match 

The bar is open at the Lucas Lane ground.  All payments are contactless.  The club are able to provide 

teas under the present regulations . 

Following Government restriction for Licenced Premises the following also needs to apply:- 

Anyone entering the clubhouse for any reason are, in summary, now required to: 

• Sign in. We have the NHS trace and Track QR code posted several places (so please 

download the NHS App) or you will need to sign in via the book in the entrance hall. 

• Sanitise hands on entry 

• Wear a face covering when not seated 

• Follow the one-way signs. 

• The bar is seating only. Cashless ordering via the Swifty App, table service only. 

• Your face covering must be worn if you get up or go to the toilet. 

 

Wash your kit as soon as possible after returning home and shower to protect your house hold.  Wipe 

your stick and other items like shin pads. 

If you are unsure of a situation ask your captain in the first instance. 
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HITCHIN BOYS’ SCHOOL  

PITCH SET UP 
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